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Abstract

Given current data, only few binary Boolean operators are expressed in lexically simple
fashion in the world’s languages: and, or, nor. These do not occur in every combi-
nation, for example, nor is not observed by itself. To explain these cross-linguistic
patterns, we propose an encoding of Boolean operators as update procedures to accept
or reject information in a context. We define a measure of conceptual simplicity for
such updates, on which attested operators are conceptually simpler than the remaining
Booleans. Moreover, we show that language evolution selects for the attested lexical
inventories by minimizing the complexity of using a lexical inventory compositionally
to convey precise information.1
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1 INTRODUCTION

Boolean operators are functions of the truth-values True and False. There are 16 Boolean
operators of two arguments. However, only few of them are expressed in natural language

1The first author acknowledges funding from the European Research Council under the European Union’s
Seventh Framework Programme ERC Grant Agreement n. 716230 CoSaQ. The second author acknowl-
edges the generous support of the European Research Council under the European Union’s Horizon 2020
Research and Innovation Programme (Grant Agreement n. 758540) within the project EXPRESS: From
the Expression of Disagreement to New Foundations for Expressivist Semantics.
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by lexical primitives. English has a morphologically simple conjunction and, disjunction
or, and negated disjunction nor :2

1. (a) Maria went the hotel and Arianna went to the pool.

(b) Pedro is not in Belgium or he is in Antwerp.

(c) Robert is not in Belgium nor is he in France.

Operators that are not lexicalized can be expressed compositionally. For example, negated
conjunction is routinely expressed in English by combining negation and conjunction: not
(both) p and q.

Some languages pattern differently: The lexicon of Iraqw includes only conjunction and
disjunction (Mous, 2004), there is only conjunction in Wari’ (Everett & Kern, 1997), and
only disjunction in Warlpiri (Bowler, 2015). On the other hand, no language has been
observed to have a simple word for negated conjunction (Horn, 1972). Besides lexical gaps,
there are also regularities in the way Boolean operators pattern together. For example,
in languages with nor, such as English, conjunction and disjunction are also present. Our
aim is to account for the attested lexical inventories of Boolean operators.

We follow previous literature in assuming that languages are shaped by two sources of
pressure: The cognitive system of language users and the way language is used to commu-
nicate. We propose original models for both of these pressures in response to shortcomings
we recognize in previous literature.

On our view, the evolution of connectives may be explained as follows. First, languages
tend to minimize conceptual complexity. Our first conclusion, in Section 3, is that the nat-
urally occurring Boolean connectives minimize the conceptual complexity of information
processing. Second, languages tend to minimize usage complexity. Usage complexity is
defined in Section 4 as the average length of a sentence expressing a combination of truth
values in a given lexicon. In Section 5, we show that the naturally attested lexical inven-
tories (English, Warlpiri, and so on) are different ways of optimizing the trade-off between
conceptual and usage complexity. In the rest of Section 1 we discuss the typological data
and review previous accounts of the lexicalization patterns of Boolean operators.

1.1 Overview of the evidence

We start in this section with a brief overview of the cross-linguistic evidence. We assume a
common understanding of lexical simplicity as monomorphemicity, following Horn (1972,
1989) and Keenan and Stavi (1986). In this sense, English and, or and nor are lexically

2A few remarks. First, lexicalized operators can take arguments of several categories, for instance, adjec-
tives (“old and tired”), nouns (“Ash and Mary”), verbs (“eat and drink”). We set aside non-propositional
uses for simplicity. Second, we assume a standard Boolean semantics, although see Winter (1996) for discus-
sion of so-called non-Boolean conjunction, and there are many non-Boolean accounts of disjunction (Aloni,
2016). Third, nor coordinates rejected information, and in English rejection is morphologically marked by,
for example, not, nothing or neither. Consequently, sentence (1c) is ungrammatical without not.
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{ and } Wari’ (Chapacuran)
{ or } Maricopa (Yuman)
{ and, or } Iraqw (Chusitic)
{ and, or, nor } English (Indo-European)

Table 1: Summary of attested inventories in world languages.

simple.3 Some languages, including several European languages, are similar to English with
respect to the composition of the lexicon: An example is Italian, with e, o, and né. Other
languages, such as Iraqw (Cushitic), only have specialized lexical items for conjunction and
disjunction (Mous, 2004).

Typically, conjunction and disjunction are expressed by different words (Payne, 1985).
In some languages, however, a single coordinating expression can take conjunctive or
disjunctive meanings depending on context. Examples are ASL (Davidson, 2013) and
Japanese (Ohori, 2004; Sauerland et al., 2015). Bowler (2015) argues that the coordina-
tor manu of Warlpiri (Pama-Nyungan) is lexically a disjunction that can be optionally
strengthened to a conjunction by recursive exhaustification. On this account, there is no
lexical conjunction in Warlpiri. A relatively common strategy to express coordination is
simple juxtaposition, as in Would you like coffee... tea?, which usually expresses the dis-
junction coffee or tea. In Maricopa (Yuman), juxtaposition expresses conjunction, and
an optional evidential element leads to disjunctive interpretations (Gil, 1991). Therefore
Maricopa has a lexical disjunction but no conjunction.

The strategy of indicating uncertainty among alternatives to express disjunction (ex-
pressing p or q by something like Perhaps p and perhaps q) is quite frequent. Some exam-
ples are Kuskokwin (Athabaskan), Wari’ (Chapacuran), and Aranda (Pama-Nyungan); See
Kibrik (2004), Mauri (2008), Everett and Kern (1997), Wilkins (1989). These languages
lack a lexical item for disjunction.

Several generalizations are apparent from typological surveys (see Table 1). For in-
stance, negated disjunction nor is not attested unless conjunction and and disjunction or
are, but both conjunction and disjunction can be lexicalized without the other. Moreover,
there is no language whose lexicon includes negated conjunction nand, the contradictory
of and, confirming Horn (1972). Indeed, all twelve remaining logically possible Boolean
operators appear to be missing from the lexicon of natural languages.

1.2 Previous literature

Various accounts have been proposed to explain the observed universals of attested systems
of Boolean operators. Horn (1972, 1989) proposed an influential Gricean account, later

3Lexical simplicity does not necessarily line up with syntactic simplicity. There is a debate on whether
nor and similar operators in English and other Germanic languages hide complex syntactic structure. See
Geurts (1996); Sauerland (2000); Zeijlstra (2011), and De Swart (2000).
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revised and extended by Katzir and Singh (2013), Uegaki (2022), Steinert-Threlkeld (2020),
and Enguehard and Spector (2021) along different lines. For the basic outline of the Gricean
account, consider two inventories of lexical connectives X and Y that are equally expressive.
Two general principles are assumed:

Gricean Condition: If Y ⊂ X, X cannot be lexicalized.

Negation Condition: If X contains more instances of negation than Y , X cannot be
lexicalized.

The combination of the two conditions amounts to the claim that languages tend to keep
the size of the lexicon to a minimum, while minimizing the number of negations other
things being equal. A language can express a connective directly, through one of its lexical
entries, or indirectly by implicature. Since p or q implicates not both p and q by scalar
reasoning, the literal meaning of nand can be expressed as a pragmatic enrichment of
or. Thus the smaller set {and, nor, or} suffices to express anything that {and, nor, or,
nand} can express. Therefore, by the Gricean Condition, the larger inventory cannot be
lexicalized.

However, an implicature in the opposite direction also (presumably) exists, so that
{and, nor, nand} would suffice for the same purpose: A pragmatically enriched p nand q
would implicate p or q had nand been lexicalized. So by the Gricean Condition we have a
tie between {and, nor, or} and {and, nor, nand}. Suppose now that nand is analysed as
containing a negation, while or does not. Then the former set contains fewer instances of
negation than the latter. Therefore by the Negation Condition {and, nor, nand} cannot
be lexicalized, and we predict the expected pattern. Katzir and Singh (2013) and Uegaki
(2022) extend this approach to the remaining connectives, and integrate it with a more
general picture of language evolution (e.g., Regier et al., 2015; Kemp et al., 2018; Carcassi
et al., 2019).

From an abstract perspective, the Gricean approach relies on the claim that nand is
more complex than or. At this level of generality, we agree—as we shall see below, on
our account too nand is more complex than or. However, the Negation Condition is no
proper justification for this claim. What counts as conceptually simpler by the lights of
the Negation Condition crucially depends on the assumed metalanguage. In particular,
suppose that the logical metalanguage used to encode natural language connectives are
those of standard presentations of propositional logic, ¬,∧,∨ or algebra ¬,u,t, as in
Uegaki (2022) and Katzir and Singh (2013), respectively. Then nand has to be encoded as
containing a negation. Suppose instead that Boolean nand and negation were metalinguistic
primitives. Then or would contain more negations than nand, since p or q would be encoded
as ¬p nand ¬q. A different choice of metalinguistic primitives would thus make or more
complex than nand under the Negation Condition. Therefore the Gricean account does
not answer the original linguistic question about lexical primitives, but pushes it one level
up as a question about the metalinguistic primitives. (For further criticism, see Incurvati
and Sbardolini, 2022.)
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Our account improves on previous literature on this front, because the choice of met-
alinguistic primitives is based on independently plausible assumptions. This is the first
innovation on previous accounts that we introduce: an independently grounded measure
of conceptual complexity that can be used to model the simplicity pressure on language
evolution. This is presented in Section 2.

The traditional Gricean approach of Horn (1972) and Katzir and Singh (2013) has
recently been superseded by accounts based on the “communicative efficiency” model of
communication (Enguehard & Spector, 2021; Steinert-Threlkeld, 2020; Uegaki, 2022) (see
Uegaki (2022) for a discussion of the benefits of this type of approach over more traditional
Gricean models of communication). On this model, the speaker is “lazy” and uses the
shortest possible sentence even when the intended meaning is underspecified. As a conse-
quence, signals can be compatible with multiple observations, and the listener has to guess
between the possible observations compatible with a signal. In such a situation, scalar
implicature and pragmatic reasoning more generally are crucial to communicate accurate
information despite the lazy speaker. Different languages can therefore differ in terms of
accuracy on average of information transmission. Languages that lead to more accurate
communication are assumed to be more likely to evolve.

The second innovation we introduce in this paper is a model of communication that
does not rely on the lazy speaker. A consequence of the lazy speaker assumption is that
Boolean operators are never compositionally combined to convey exact meanings. In order
to account for how the connectives evolved in their combinatorial capacity, we assume a
cooperative and accurate speaker who always produces sentences that uniquely identify
the intended meaning, even when this requires syntactic complexity. In such a situation,
it matters that communication does not put excessive strain on the speaker’s utterance
production, a cost which we call usage complexity. Different languages may differ in terms
of average usage complexity, and we assume that languages that tend to minimize usage
complexity are more likely to evolve. We will present the usage complexity model of
communication in Section 4.

As we discuss in more detail in Section 4.2, communicative accuracy and usage com-
plexity are significantly different. However, we do not think of them as mutually exclusive.
Communication in real life lies between two extremes: Speakers sometimes produce signals
that are somewhat underspecified with respect to intended meaning, and sometimes make
an effort to uniquely identify the intended meaning, depending on many factors. In some
cases, we assume that the listener will derive the relevant implicature, and in other cases
(as in the model we describe below) there is no need for such an assumption.4

4We would like to thank two reviewers for pressing us to clarify innovative aspects of our discussion. We
also owe to a reviewer the intriguing suggestion, which we would like to mention here, that the evolution
of content words (such as kinship and color terms) and of function words (such as the connectives) might
be best modelled by different assumptions about what efficient communication consists in.
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2 THE CONNECTIVES AS OPERATIONS TO CHANGE
THE CONTEXT

According to Stalnaker’s (1978) dynamic perspective on communication, the information
shared by all participants in a conversation is stored in a context. A declarative sentence
carries information that modifies the context. This dynamic perspective underlies a rich
paradigm of linguistic analysis that has been employed for the study of a variety of phe-
nomena, including presupposition projection, modal subordination, and default reasoning
(Gillies, 2004; Heim, 1983; Veltman, 1996). Following Incurvati and Sbardolini (2022), we
depart from standard dynamic semantics by taking a bilateral perspective, and by bringing
the dynamic perspective to bear on language evolution.

Bilateralism is the view that the speech acts of assertion and denial need not be reduced
one to the other (Rumfitt, 2000; Smiley, 1996). For the purposes of this paper, we define
them as follows. Assertion is the speech act whereby the content of a sentence is accepted
by the interlocutors in a context. In this case, the information carried by the sentence
is “added” to the context. Denial is the speech act whereby the content of a sentence is
rejected by the interlocutors in a context. In this case, information is “removed” from the
context.

Acceptance and rejection are two basic primitives of our account, which we will model
by means of some standard idealizations. We assume that a context includes a set of
possible worlds and that the interlocutors are fully cooperative, equally informed about
which worlds are in the context, and equally opinionated about which worlds are likely
actual. Some possible worlds in a context are more plausible than others with regards
to which one might be the actual world. If a sentence p is accepted, speakers give high
plausibility to the worlds compatible with p. If it is rejected, they give low plausibility
to the same worlds. The third and final conceptual primitive we assume is a restriction
operation, by which interlocutors update their context so that only the most plausible
worlds are kept—less plausible worlds are discarded. Hence, only propositions with high
plausibility are true in the updated context.

A speech act, assertion or denial, is a two-steps operation that consists in upgrading or
downgrading the plausibility of some worlds in the context, and then restricting the context
to the most plausible worlds (cf. Incurvati and Sbardolini, 2022). Thus, assertion and denial
increase the information available to the interlocutors, by restricting the set of world they
consider to be possibly actual. We distinguish a positive c[+p] and a negative procedure
c[−p] to update c by p, using + and − as force indicators for acceptance and rejection.
The use of a restriction operation to model information gain in context update dates back
to Stalnaker (1978). Plausibility models of update are familiar from the literature on belief
revision (van Benthem, 2007).

The primitives of acceptance and rejection are independently motivated. A distinction
between the two speech acts of assertion and denial is well documented across natural
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Figure 2: A context with domain {w1, w2, w3, w4}. Each world represents a combination
of truth values for two atoms p and q. For example, p is false and q is true in w3.

language (De Swart, 2010; Horn, 1989). In English, assertion is zero-marked (i.e. expressed
without overt morphology, as a defult), and denial is typically expressed with rejection
markers such as not, neither, nor, or nobody. In some languages, assertion may be marked
(an example is Vietnamese, cf. Duffield, 2017). Acceptance and rejection are the attendant
mental acts that correspond to assertion and denial: relations between a speaker, a context,
and a content.

2.1 Three conceptual primitives

The two simplest operations of context update are the assertion and denial of an atomic
sentence p in a context c, resulting in a new context c′.

c′ = c[+p] c′ = c[−p]

A context c is an ordered set of possible worlds. The order is a reflexive, transitive and total
relation, formalizing the idea that worlds are a more or less plausible representation of the
actual state of affairs, given the interlocutors’ information. Suppose that the domain of c is
a set of four worlds, in which all combinations of truth values for p and q are represented,
as in Figure 2. We assume, for simplicity, that all worlds are ranked equally prior to a
speech act: All possibilities in the context are considered equally plausible.

w1 ≈ w2 ≈ w3 ≈ w4

Assertion and denial are two-steps procedures. An assertion of p in c consists, in the first
step, in accepting p: The p-worlds become at least as plausible as the not-p-worlds, and
everything else stays the same. The most plausible worlds are minimal in the ordering:
w ≤ v iff w is at least as plausible as v. Since p is true in w1 and w2, accepting p entails:

w1 ≈ w2 ≤ w3 ≈ w4

In the second step, a new context is defined by eliminating all worlds that are not minimal
according to the ranking. By the restriction, the context c[+p], with domain {w1, w2}
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resulting from a positive update with p in c, does not contain information incompatible
with p.

Suppose instead that p is denied. Then the information carried by p is rejected in the
same initial context c, so that the worlds in which p is true are less plausible than the
not-p-worlds.

w3 ≈ w4 ≤ w1 ≈ w2

By restriction, the new context includes only the minimal worlds. Consequently, after a
negative update with p, the context does not contain information compatible with p. These
update procedures show the interplay between three conceptual primitives: acceptance,
rejection, and restriction. All lexicalizable connectives can be analyzed as combinations of
these primitives, the first two governing the plausibility ordering, the third governing the
definition of a new context.

2.2 The basic connectors

We will now show how to express Boolean combinations of truth-values in terms of update
procedures. In order to check that the rules we proposed are adequate, we rely on stan-
dard truth-conditional semantics. We assume an interpretation function J·Kc,g relative to a
possible world model M , a context c, and a variable assignment g, as illustrated in Table
3. (Subscripts are now omitted.)

An update procedure encodes a formula just in case carrying out the procedure on a
(neutral) context c results in a context whose domain is the same as the intersection of the
domain of c with the information carried by the formula. Intuitively, the notion of encoding
captures the idea that updating the context by uttering p amounts to restricting it to the
information compatible with the static semantics of p—an equivalence sometimes called
Stalnaker’s Rule of Assertion (Stalnaker, 1978, 1999). The following definition reflects the
fact that contexts are, for the purposes of the current paper, ordered sets.

Definition: Encoding. Let O be a Boolean operator of n arguments, and
p1, . . . , pn atomic sentences. Given a context c, let δc be the domain of c.

An update procedure c[±p1 . . .± pn] encodes a formula O(p1 . . . pn) just in case
δc[±p1 . . .± pn] = δc ∩ JO(p1 . . . pn)K

For a simple example, a positive update by p, c[+p], encodes p since δc[+p] = δc ∩ JpK.
Another simple example is negation, which is easily seen to be encoded by c[−p]: The
domain of c[−p] is the result of intersecting J¬pK with the domain of c.

The information carried by p and q can be accepted in an input context c in a sequence,
by accepting p first, and then q. In this case, an intermediate context is defined after the
assertion of p, relative to which q is then asserted. We write this “(c[+p])[+q]”, using
round brackets to indicate the intermediate context. It is easy to verify that a sequence of
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Jp ∧ qK = JpK ∩ JqK Jp nor qK = (W\JpK) ∩ (W\JqK)
Jp ∨ qK = JpK ∪ JqK Jp nand qK = (W\JpK) ∪ (W\JqK)

Table 3: The standard interpretation we adopted for Boolean sentences, relative to an
intensional model M with domain W . The Table lists only four of the complete list of
operators we consider, for illustration.

positive updates by p and then by q encodes the conjunction of p and q:

δ{(c[+p])[+q]} = (δc ∩ JpK) ∩ JqK = δc ∩ Jp ∧ qK

In terms of the plausibility ordering, consider again the context depicted in Figure 2.
Accepting p in c determines the ordering w1 ≈ w2 ≤ w3 ≈ w4, on the basis of which a
context c′ can be defined by restriction to the minimal worlds. The domain of c′ = c[+p] is
thus {w1, w2}, in which the information represented by w3 and w4 is just eliminated. With
respect to c′, q is then asserted, and thus w1 ≤ w2. The context defined by restriction at
this point only includes w1, in which p and q are both true. Hence conjunction can be
expressed as a sequence of positive updates, first by p and then by q. This is the update
rule for conjunction familiar from Heim (1983), and adapted to the current framework.

Alternatively, p and q can be accepted in the same context. In other words, no restric-
tion step must intervene between the acceptance of p and the acceptance of q. In this case,
no intermediate context is defined and we write “c[+p,+q]”. In the first step, accepting
p defines w1 ≈ w2 ≤ w3 ≈ w4. All p-worlds are deemed at least as plausible as the not-
p-worlds, while everything else stays the same. Once p is thus accepted, all worlds in the
initial context are still “in play” (no information is eliminated yet), since no restriction has
yet been made. Accepting q at this point adds the q-worlds to the minimal worlds in the
ranking, yielding w1 ≈ w2 ≈ w3 ≤ w4. Finally in the third step, the context is restricted.
The result is a new context that includes only the minimal worlds, namely all but w4, in
which p and q are both false. Thus δc[+p,+q] = δc ∩ Jp ∨ qK. Boolean disjunction may
therefore encoded by simultaneous positive updates with p and q in the same context.

The difference between conjunction and disjunction, on our account, comes down to
different ways of adding information incrementally to a given body of information. Suppose
that a detective has conclusive evidence that the butler is responsible for the murder. The
detective also has conclusive evidence that the gardener is responsible. Then the detective
accepts the conjunction: Both are responsible. However, it is also possible to update the
same context with multiple propositions. Suppose it is plausible, in light of the detective’s
inconclusive evidence, that the murderer is the butler. By the same evidence, it is also
plausible that the murderer is the gardener (the evidence points in multiple directions).
Then the detective should accept that the murderer is either the butler or the gardener,
but maybe one of them is innocent.5

5More formally, consider a context (A,≤) with A ⊆ W . By acceptance of p, we define (A,≤+p) in
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We have shown how to write update rules that characterize conjunction and disjunction
with our conceptual primitives. Next, we consider negative operators like nor and nand.
From the perspective of classical logic, there does not seem to be any asymmetry among
conjunction, disjunction, and their negations. All are straightforwardly definable in terms
of complement, union, and intersection (see Table 3), or some other classical metalanguage.
The situation for us is different.

In the present setting, a negative operator may be encoded by simply inverting the force
sign of a positive update from + to −. Information that in a positive update is accepted
is instead rejected in the corresponding negative update. However, the update procedures
(c[−p])[−q] and c[−p,−q] are semantically equivalent. With regards to the plausibility
order on the four world context of Figure 2, rejection of p determines the ordering w1 ≈
w2 ≥ w3 ≈ w4, in which the p-worlds are less plausible than the not-p-worlds. If q is
simultaneously rejected with no intermediate context, we have w1 ≈ w2 ≈ w3 ≥ w4 and
the new context will then include only w4 since it’s minimal in the ordering. Alternatively,
an intermediate context c′ with domain {w3, w4} is defined after rejection of p. Rejection
of q in c′ yields w3 ≥ w4 and thus the domain of the resulting final context is the same,
namely {w4}. This is the world in which both p and q are false. Thus, based on our
primitives, the simplest negative updates corresponding to conjunction and disjunction
collapse. Moreover, the update that results from (c[−p])[−q] (or equivalently c[−p,−q])
captures the truth-conditions of nor, for w4 is the world at which neither p nor q are true.
Therefore, while nor can be encoded by simply inverting the polarity of a positive update
for or, nand cannot be so encoded.6

The simplest update procedures we have discussed on the basis of simple and inde-
pendently motivated primitives (acceptance, rejection, restriction) characterize the lexi-
calizable connectives and, or, nor. In order to encode nand and the remaining Boolean
operators, the language of updates must be made more expressive.

2.3 Local and global updates

Up to this point, we only considered update procedures in which the initial input context
c appears just once. We can think of such procedures as local, in the sense that they define
updates that progressively restrict the initial input, with no memory of previous stages of

which for all w, v ∈ A, w ≤+p v iff w ∈ p and v 6∈ p, or else w ≤ v. Then by acceptance of q with no
intermediate restriction, we define (A,≤+p+q) in which for all w, v ∈ A, w ≤+p+q v iff w ∈ q and v 6∈ q,
or else w ∈ p and v 6∈ p, or else w ≤ v. The information of several propositions can thus accumulate in
the same context without the plausibility ordering becoming a linear order. At the final restriction step,
all but the minimal worlds according to ≤+p+q are kept. This update rule for disjunction reduces to the
disjunction rule of Veltman (1996) relative to the positive fragment of the language. For more detail, see
Incurvati and Sbardolini (2022).

6In terms of set theoretic operations, the equivalence (c[−p])[−q] = c[−p,−q] follows from the observation
that a sequence of set-theoretic subtractions is equal to subtracting the union: (δc\JpK)\JqK = δc\(JpK ∪
JqK) = δc ∩ Jp nor qK. See Sbardolini (2022) for a static account of the equivalence.
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the procedure. In other words, an agent computing a local update only needs to keep track
of the current state of the context.

However, c may appear more than once in our notation. In the following expression, a
local update c[+p] is embedded in a larger one:

c[−(c[+p])]

This relation expresses the following procedure (going from inside out): p is asserted in c,
and a local context is defined as indicated by the round brackets. Then the local context
c[+p] is treated as information to be removed from the initial context c. The result is
equivalent to a denial of p, c[−p], but the crucial innovation is that c appears twice. The
displayed formula defines a global operation. An agent calculating this update needs to keep
track not only of the current state of the context, but also of a previous state. While the
result is semantically equivalent to the local expression c[−p], global updates can express
meanings that cannot be expressed locally.

With global update procedures, we can now encode p nand q as the update correspond-
ing to the denial of a conjunction:

c[−((c[+p])[+q])]

The interpretation of this formula is consistent with the rules introduced above, though
the procedure described is considerably longer. First (going from inside out), the initial
context c is positively updated with p, creating a first context c′ = c[+p]. Then, c′ is
positively updated with q, creating a second context c′′ = (c[+p])[+q]. So far, this is the
update procedure seen above for conjunction. As a final step, the original context c is
updated by subtracting c′′ from it, which leaves everything but the conjunction of p and q.
The resulting procedure is global, as the input c needs to be called more than once. Global
updates are significantly more complex than updates we have seen before, but thanks to
global updates all Boolean operators can be described as bilateral update procedures.

Our aim in the first part of the paper has been to define the connectives in terms of a
set of few cognitively plausible primitives. Table 4 lists all Boolean truth-functions of two
arguments, together with a corresponding expression in our framework.7

In the next part of the paper, we move onto the consequences of our characterization of
Boolean operators for their conceptual complexity and for the typological generalizations
discussed above.

7In some cases, more than one expression in the language of bilateral updates encodes the same truth
function. This is the case, for example, with c[−p,−q] and (c[−p])[−q]. In Table 4, we have written the
shortest such formula, according to the notion of cognitive complexity introduced below. If two formulas
are equally short, they have the same complexity, hence choice of a formula makes no difference.
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Formula Truth Table Update
p ∧ q 1000 (c[+p])[+q]
p ∨ q 1110 c[+p,+q]
p nor q 0001 (c[−p])[−q]
p nand q 0111 c[−(c[+p])[+q]]
p xor q 0110 (c[−(c[+p])[+q])])[−(c[−p])[−q]]
p↔ q 1001 c[−(c[−(c[+p])[+q])])[−(c[−p])[−q]]]
p→ q 1011 c[−(c[+p])[−q]]
p← q 1101 c[−(c[−p])[+q]]
p 6→ q 0100 (c[+p])[−q]
p 6← q 0010 (c[−p])[+q]
justp 1100 c[+p]
justq 1010 c[+q]

justnotp 0011 c[−p]
justnotq 0101 c[−q]
> 1111 c
⊥ 0000 c[−c]

Table 4: The list of Boolean operators, their truth tables, and the shortest update instruc-
tions that encode them. The horizontal line separates non-trivial operators (above) from
trivial ones (below).

3 CONCEPTUAL COMPLEXITY

In this section, we identify three features that could be relevant for measuring the com-
plexity of an update procedure.

3.1 Locality

In local updates the input c appears once. In a global update, more than once. Multiple
appearances of c imply that an agent performing the update needs to keep track of the
original context to perform operations on it multiple times during the process. The need
to keep track of several contexts at once would strain the agent’s memory. Compare the
mental processes of updating in response to hearing p and q or p nand q. After hearing p
and . . . , an agent has to keep in mind only one context which is to be updated with the
information carried by q. On the other hand, after hearing p nand . . . , an agent has to keep
in mind the context updated by p, which is to be updated with the information carried by
q, as well as the original context. The assumption that global updates are cognitively more
complex has the intended consequence that the attested connectives—and, or, nor—are
the simplest non-trivial connectives. While existing proposals about lexicalization (e.g.,
Katzir and Singh, 2013) are based on classical logic and assume that the complexities of
nor and nand are the same, from the perspective of our update procedures, nand is more
complex than nor.
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Previous work on the computational complexity of quantifiers provides some indirect
evidence for the idea that global updates are more complex.8 An important class of quan-
tifiers, those definable in first-order logic (including Aristotelian quantifiers, cardinality
quantifiers, and parity quantifiers), can be represented by finite automata (van Benthem,
1986). Crucially, this class of quantifier is characterized both by cognitive simplicity and
by the fact that the corresponding automata are memoryless. On the other hand, pro-
portional quantifiers such as most and less than half are cognitively more complex and
require automata with memory (Mostowski, 1998). Szymanik and Zajenkowski (2010)
confirms experimentally that, in the case of quantifiers, a semantic object requiring no
memory is cognitively simpler than one requiring a memory. Future work can explore the
relation between these results and the complexity of Boolean operators in our framework.

3.2 Positivity

The second feature we consider is whether the update is positive or negative. Updates that
contain a rejection have negative polarity, otherwise positive. In the case of local updates,
polarity corresponds to the well-studied phenomenon of upward or downward monotonicity
(Barwise & Cooper, 1981; Incurvati & Sbardolini, 2022; van Benthem, 1984). An n-ary
Boolean operator O is upward monotonic in its i-th argument iff, if O(. . . pi . . .) is true,
then O(. . . p′i . . .) is true, for any p′ entailed by p. An operator is downward monotonic
in its i-th argument just in cases it reverses the direction of entailment on its argument.
Consider the case of the negated material conditional 6→ as an example. This operator
is upward monotonic in its left argument because if p 6→ q is true, then (p ∨ q) 6→ q
is true, and p ∨ q follows from p. On the other hand, 6→ is downward monotonic in its
right argument because, if p 6→ q is true, p 6→ (p ∧ q) is true, and q follows from p ∧ q.
For local updates, polarity corresponds directly to monotonicity: Operators are upward
monotonic in an argument position if the argument is asserted, and downward monotonic
in an argument position if the argument is rejected. For instance, in the update encoding
p 6→ q the left argument is asserted, and the right argument is rejected: (c[+p])[−q].

The connection between polarity and monotonicity is significant as monotonicity has
been argued to play a role in determining the cognitive complexity of quantifiers. Geurts
and van der Slik (2005) shows with an experiment that upward monotonicity is cognitively
simpler than downward monotonicity. Further empirical evidence suggests that processing
and interpretation of “negative” information is harder Dimroth (2010). Accordingly, we
rank updates which only contain acceptances as simpler than updates which contain one
or more rejections.

8See Szymanik (2016) for a review of computational complexity theory and quantification.
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3.3 Uniformity

The third and final feature of updates that we claim plays a role in determining conceptual
complexity is uniformity. A uniform update is one that only contains +s or only −s,
otherwise the update is non-uniform. Our claim is that uniform updates are simpler than
non-uniform updates.

The connection with monotonicity discussed in the previous section further supports the
idea that uniformity plays a role in determining cognitive complexity. Geurts and van der
Slik (2005) presents experimental evidence that quantificational constructions with mixed
monotonicity profiles are more complex than constructions with uniform monotonicity
properties through all arguments. Given the correspondence between monotonicity and
arguments marked by + and −, we assign a higher cost to non-uniform update procedures.
Future experimental work on the connectives could confirm this hypothesis more directly.
Further evidence might also suggest more sophisticated definitions of uniformity. We leave
to further work whether more sophisticated definitions would track any real cognitive dif-
ferences.

3.4 Complexity rank

We assigned a complexity rank to each of the non-trivial Boolean operators listed in Table
4, plus negation.9 The ranks are reported in Table 5. The more features of an operator are
complex according to the discussion above, the higher the complexity rank of the operator.
For instance, ∨ is local, uniform, and positive, which implies that it is simpler than any of
the other operators besides conjunction. On the other hand, nor is local and uniform, but
not positive, which implies it is not as simple as ∨ but simpler than nand, which is global,
non-uniform, and negative. Note that our rank does not make quantitative assumptions
about the relative difficulty of the various features. Since all positive operators are uniform
and local and all uniform operators are local, we do not need to decide the relative rank
of, for instance, two operators which are local but not uniform, or uniform but not local.

A natural question to ask is how considering any subset of the mentioned features would
affect the resulting complexities. Answering this question is more difficult than it might
first appear. We assume that Boolean operators are encoded by a formula that minimizes
our measure of conceptual complexity, as shown in Table 4. Therefore, changing the way
conceptual complexity is measured potentially affects which formulas minimize it for each
operator. In particular, since c[+p] = c[−(c[−p])], we could reformulate any update as
a uniform, negative, and global update, by substituting every occurrence of “+p” with a

9For modelling purposes, we have not included the trivial operators. This choice has the advantage of
simplifying the calculation of usage complexity (defined below). The model is thus not formally complete,
but the choice seems safe: Assuming a general functional constraint of economy (cf., for instance, Hurford,
1974), natural languages lexicalize only non-trivial linguistic material (Horn, 1989; Zipf, 1949). Further
work relevant to the exclusion of trivial operators is Gazdar (1979) and Gazdar and Pullum (1976).
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Formula Local Uniform Positive Complexity Rank
p ∧ q X X X 1
p ∨ q X X X 1
p nor q X X 2
¬p X X 2

p 6→ q X 3
p 6← q X 3
p nand q 4
p xor q 4
p↔ q 4
p→ q 4
p← q 4

Table 5: Complexity-relevant feature of each non-trivial Boolean connective from Table 4,
including negation, along with their rank in terms of conceptual complexity.

“double negative”. It follows that if, for example, globality or negativity were not counted
as costs, then all the conceptually simplest formulas could be uniform, negative, and global.

The features of complexity we have considered are plausible on the basis of the avail-
able empirical evidence, particularly with regards to the ongoing study of complexity and
monotonicity. While plausible, the assumptions we are making stand in need of empirical
confirmation. Such empirical confirmation would be beneficial for work on the evolution
of connectives quite in general, including the literature we have surveyed in Section 1, in
order to support a hypothesis about the assumed measure of conceptual complexity.

In this section, we have defined a measure of cognitive complexity for updates based
on independently motivated and general aspects of cognition. We expect connectives that
score low in our complexity measure to be more likely lexicalized. This is indeed what we
see. The binary operators frequently attested in natural language, namely ∧ and ∨, are
also the simplest in absolute terms according to our complexity measure, while nor is also
relatively simpler than all other Booleans.

4 USAGE COMPLEXITY

Not all languages include the whole set of binary operators on the lower end of the com-
plexity spectrum: ∧, ∨, nor (cf. Table 1). In this section, we shift perspective from single
operators to lexical inventories, i.e. non-empty sets of Boolean operators. We define a
measure of usage complexity for inventories, which encodes the effort required on average
to express an observation.

The central and novel idea of our model is that the connectives contribute to the
effectiveness of communication in virtue of their combinatorics. For each lexical inventory,
we model an ideal speaker who conveys precise observations using the operators in the
lexical inventory of their language. An observation is a string of four binary digits, 0s or
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1s, representing the distribution of truth values of two atoms p and q (the complete list of
observations is the Truth Table column of Table 4). The observation 1000, for example,
represents the observation that both p and q are true. We take all observations to be
equally probable in the model. The ideal speaker is keen to express any such observation,
and she does so by linguistic means. The speaker’s language is the syntactic closure of
p and q under the operators that belong to the speaker’s lexical inventory. We assume
that the speaker will solve the task by means of the shortest possible formula, in order
to minimize production effort. In this limited sense, the speaker we assume is somewhat
lazy, but more appropriately, we should say that the speaker is not wasteful. An important
difference with the lazy speaker of Gricean models is that the model of communication we
propose makes no provision for implicature derivation.10

4.1 The set of inventories

We only consider lexical inventories that are expressively complete, i.e. that can express all
observations by compositional combination, under the methodological assumption that all
natural languages are expressively complete (see the discussion in von Fintel and Matthew-
son, 2008). If a lexical inventory I is expressively complete, then for each observation there
is a formula in the syntactic closure of I whose truth-conditions coincide with the observa-
tion. For example, {¬,∧} is expressively complete, and belongs to the list of inventories we
consider. In contrast, {∧,∨} is not expressively complete, since there is no way of combining
atoms p and q with conjunctions and disjunctions to express, say, 0111 (not both p and q).
Thus, we do not include it in the sample. This is because the ideal speaker we model does
not assume that the listener will derive scalar implicatures: Since the speaker expresses all
observations exactly, there is never a need for pragmatic inference on the listener’s side.
Thus, p ∨ q is not expected to express the observation 0111. For our interlocutors, p ∨ q
just means 1110 (Boolean disjunction).

The expressively complete inventories of one element are {nor} and {nand}. If we
consider only the operators listed in Table 5, there are 36 expressively complete inventories
of size two. Expressively complete inventories of up to size five, based on the operators in
Table 5, amount to 958 languages. Of these, we only considered languages with negation.
Lexical forms for sentential negation are present in all known natural languages (Dahl,
2010; Horn, 1989; Payne, 1985), presumably for independent reasons, so this restriction is
not implausible. Thus, the total number of languages we considered in our model is 382.

4.2 The measure of usage complexity

For each observation and each lexical inventory, we calculate the formulas of minimal length
that express the observation in the vocabulary of that inventory. The length of a formula

10The code and minimal formulas for the model in this section are available at https://github.com/

thelogicalgrammar/booleanExpressivistLOT.
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is defined as the number of operators in the formula plus 1. Thus for example atomic
formulas have length 1. Then, we define the usage complexity of a lexical inventory I as the
average length over all observations of the shortest formulas that expresses an observation
in I. Therefore, formulas with numerous subformulas have higher usage complexity. Usage
complexity gives us a compelling way of measuring how much effort is required to use a
language built on an inventory. For illustration, Table 6 reports the minimal formulas
for all observations for the naturally attested inventories, including the numeric values we
calculated for their usage complexity.11

In the overall proposal about lexicalization we offer, usage complexity is one of the two
forces that shape the evolution of lexical inventories, together with conceptual complexity.
As we mentioned, much current literature makes different assumptions about communica-
tion, characterizing the behavior of a “lazy” speaker. Figure 6 shows that the two measures
(usage complexity and the lazy speaker’s communicative accuracy) are not strongly corre-
lated. A more systematic comparison between different conceptions of the force exercised
by language use on linguistic evolution is left for future research.

4.3 Computational limits

We introduced a couple of limitations to the model, due to limited computing powers.
The model calculates the shortest formula to express an observation, given a set of lexical
primitives. The proportion between the size of a lexical inventory and the width of the
tree at a given step increases exponentially with the number of operators, so that one more
lexical element can explode the memory required for computing the shortest formula to
express an observation. To counter this, we capped the size of inventories to 5 elements.
This is somewhat arbitrary, but lexical inventories of at most 5 elements are more than
enough for present purposes. As we have seen, lexical inventories in the Boolean domain
in natural language seem to be at most as large as in English, namely {¬,∧,∨, nor}. No
known language has more Boolean primitives than this. Moreover, we put a limit of 7 to
the number of operators in a minimal formula, so that any observation which cannot be
expressed with at most seven operators is automatically set to a generic approximation.
The effect of this is to set an upper bound to the measure of complexity defined below.
Only 38 inventories in our sample required this approximation.

11Usage complexity is not intended to capture the actual cognitive effort of a speaker of a language such
as, say, Aranda (= {¬,∧}). As discussed in the introduction, languages that lack disjunction tend not to
express it by means of compositional constructions, but rather to employ a modal strategy (e.g., Perhaps p
and perhaps q). We have not considered modal operators. Intuitively, however, these alternative strategies
have the effect of reducing average usage complexity compared to a language without them.
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Figure 6: Relation between usage complexity as defined in this paper and binary com-
municative accuracy as defined in Uegaki (2022), relative to the sample of inventories of
the present paper. The plot does not show a monotonically increasing relation: Instead,
the scattered dots indicate that an increase in communicative accuracy does not generally
correspond to an increase in usage complexity.

5 THE EVOLUTION OF LEXICAL INVENTORIES

We have presented two pressures, conceptual and usage complexity, that might play a
role in the evolution of systems of Boolean connectives. In this section, we show that the
attested inventories are those that find a best compromise between conceptual and usage
complexity.

In order to compare the conceptual complexity of different inventories, we calculate
conceptual complexity scores for whole inventories from the complexity ranks of individual
operators from the previous section. The simplest hypothesis is that the complexity score
of an operator corresponds to its rank in Table 5. Plausibly, then, complexity adds up:
The complexity of an inventory is the sum of the complexity scores of its elements.

For example, the total conceptual cost of a language like English, {¬,∧,∨, nor}, is
greater than the total cost of a hypothetical language whose lexicon includes only nand—
at least, according to the scores based on Table 5. For example, {nand} scores 4, while
English scores 6, since negation and nor have value 2, while disjunction and conjunction 1.
This point does not particularly depend on our choice of numerical values, but captures a
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very general principle of linguistic economy: Languages may prefer lexicalizing fewer but
relatively complex operators to lexicalizing many but relatively simple ones, other things
being equal. Why not spending more once, to avoid spending twice?

There is an important distinction to highlight: Complexity scores, in contrast to the
complexity ranks discussed above, assume quantitative relations between the conceptual
complexity of the various features. Since the complexity of each operator is calculated as
the sum of its complex features, and the complexity of an inventory is calculated as the
sum of the complexity of the operators it contains, the total complexity of an inventory
depends on the total number of global, non-uniform, or negative updates it contains. This
assumption is weaker than it might first appear, because all that matters is the rank of
complexity of the inventories rather than their absolute complexity value.

Figure 7: Results of the model. The x-axis shows the usage complexity, i.e. the average
number of operators needed to express an observation. The y-axis shows the conceptual
complexity, i.e. the sum of the complexities of the operators in the lexical inventory. The
figure shows each inventory in the model (note that multiple inventories can overlap, so
that there are more inventories than dots). The attested inventories are shown in red,
and the corresponding inventory is shown in text. Two of the attested inventories overlap,
{¬,∧} and {¬,∨}. The main result is that the attested inventories are on the Pareto
frontier: Given their value of conceptual complexity they cannot improve in terms of usage
complexity and vice versa. Some inventories are on the Pareto frontier but not attested,
and these are shown in blue (see main text for a possible explanation).

We now have a measure of the conceptual complexity as well as the usage complexity
of whole inventories of operators. Figure 7 shows the value of each inventory with respect
to the two measures. We expect those inventories to be lexicalized that find the best
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compromise between the two complexities. This corresponds to a Pareto frontier. An
inventory of connectives is on the Pareto frontier of the two measures of complexity iff,
given its value in one of the measures, it cannot improve with respect to the other. In
our case, inventories on the Pareto frontier cannot get lower usage complexity given their
conceptual complexity and vice versa. The crucial result of this paper is that the four
attested natural language inventories are all on the Pareto frontier: These are the red dots
in Figure 7, corresponding to the inventories of Table 1. The remaining dots on the Pareto
frontier are blue: These correspond to inventories that are good enough compromises of
conceptual and usage complexity, but are not naturally attested.

Both {¬,∨} and {¬,∧} have a low level of conceptual complexity, because in addition
to negation they only have one of the simplest operators. However, they have high usage
complexity, because a speaker attempting to precisely convey some of the observations
would have to recur to highly nested expressions. Inventory {¬,∨,∧} has slightly higher
conceptual complexity, because it requires the speaker to store three rather than two oper-
ators. However, it makes up for it by having a lower usage complexity. Importantly, some
inventories with the same conceptual complexity as {¬,∨,∧} have higher usage complexity,
and therefore are correctly predicted to not be lexicalized. Finally, inventory {¬,∨,∧, nor}
has still higher conceptual complexity because of the addition of nor, but even lower usage
complexity.

While all attested inventories are on the Pareto frontier, not all inventories on the
Pareto frontier are attested. It is worth noticing however that the attested inventories are
all below a certain level of conceptual complexity (slightly above 6 on the y-axis of Figure
7). This points to the possibility that a harder constraint on conceptual complexity is
at play, which prevents the development of languages with conceptual complexity above
a certain threshold. At one extreme this hard constraint is very plausible. A language
that lexicalizes all Boolean operators has the lowest usage complexity in absolute terms
(all observations could be expressed exactly in this language without nesting of formulas).
Hence, its inventory would fall on the Pareto frontier. But we do not expect such language
to evolve: It would be just too hard to acquire and use. The same might apply to the
languages represented by blue dots in Figure 7, which stand for the following lists of
inventories:

(a) {¬,∧,∨,↔}, {¬,∧,∨, xor}

(b) {¬,∧,←, xor}, {¬,∧, 6←,↔}, {¬,∧,∨, nor,↔}, {¬,∧,∨, nor, xor, }, {¬,∨,→, 6→},
{¬,∨,→, xor}, {¬,∨, 6→,↔}

(c) {¬,∧,∨,→, xor}, {¬,∧,∨, xor,←}, {¬,∧,∨,↔, 6→}, {¬,∧,∨,↔, 6←}

(d) {¬,∧,↔,←, 6←}, {¬,∧,←, 6←, xor}, {¬,∨,↔,→, 6→}, {¬,∨,→, 6→, xor}
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6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we made three contributions. First, we developed a set of rules for context
change which allows to encode any connective with only three simple primitives: accep-
tance, rejection, and restriction. This gives us a principled measure of the conceptual
complexity of a Boolean operator. Second, we proposed a picture of the pressure coming
from language use on which speakers invest the effort required to express precise meanings
via compositional means. This allows us to study the evolution of connectives as com-
binatorial operators. Third, we proposed a new account of the lexicalization patterns of
Boolean connectives in natural language, assuming that languages tend to minimize the
conceptual complexity of operators expressed in our system and the communicative effort
in our model of communication.

The work presented in this paper can be extended in various directions. First of all, the
two measures of complexity developed above could be validated. The predicted cognitive
complexity of the operators could be tested experimentally in a learning task similar to
Feldman (2003). Moreover, the usage complexity model and the communicative accuracy
model are built on slightly different (albeit not incompatible) assumptions about commu-
nication. A comparison with corpus data could help us estimate how often speakers use
compositional means to express observations and how often they use expressions compat-
ible with multiple meanings. This could be a basis for further investigation into how the
evolution of different parts of language may be best explained in different models of commu-
nication. A third avenue for future research is to develop the account further, extending it
to other types of expressions. In particular, the bilateral update semantics presented above
can formally be extended to the case of quantifiers (see Incurvati and Sbardolini, 2022),
leading to a possible extension of this line of research to the study of lexicalization in the
domain of quantificational determiners. We leave these and other possible developments
to future research.
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